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ABSTRACT
Off-the-Shelf software, hardware, and subsystem assemblies have been accepted by system engineers,
project managers, designers, and, most importantly, the customer as an essential ingredient to the
successful and rapid deployment of deliverable military systems. The Department of Defense (DoD)
acquisition community almost always expects the prime contractor to incorporate the Off-The-Shelf-Option (OTSO) within their system design, whether it is a military tank, software defined radio, or advance
tactical fighter aircraft. Clearly, system engineers and program managers have an obligation to mitigate
risks when using the OTSO in DoD programs. Part of risk mitigation means having in place predefined
processes, methodologies, and models that revisit and evaluate risks throughout the lifecycle of the
program or project. In this paper, we develop models and expand upon current methodologies that
provide guidance, risk mitigation, analysis, and strategies to system engineers and program managers
when implementing the OTSO in military systems. We present OTSO acquisition models using Object
Management Group System Modeling Language (OMG SysML), which we refer to as SysML throughout
the paper. Specifically, we utilize Use Cases, a State Diagram, a Requirements Diagram, and an Activity
Diagram within the SysML language to model acquisition, sustainment, and risk mitigation phases of an
OTSO. The purposes of the models are to illustrate how the processes are tightly coupled and to put
forward a concept that “glues” the processes together. Additionally, the models demonstrate the interdependencies required among the various disciplines within an organization to successfully deploy and
maintain a system utilizing an OTSO. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Syst Eng 13: 80–94, 2010
Key words: off-the-shelf-option; OTSO; SySML; risk modeling; use case

1. INTRODUCTION
COTS (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf), GOTS (GovernmentOff-The-Shelf), and MOTS (Modified/Modifiable/MilitaryOff-The-Shelf) components, systems and subsystems are here
to stay. Industry trends indicate that their implementations in
government, military, and civil-works projects are increasing
[McKinney, 2001; Albert and Brownsword, 2002]. While
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there are clear and distinct differences between the definitions
of COTS, GOTS, and MOTS, the models of use are comparable. Carney and Long [2000] discuss precise definitions of
these terms. Overall, the similarities include the capability to
deploy and insert components, systems, and subsystems directly off-the-shelf into new or mature systems with modest
or no modifications. Furthermore, they are deliverables generally produced in large quantities that are capable of meeting
multiple needs with no modifications.
Throughout the rest of this paper, the term Off-The-ShelfOption (OTSO) implies the usage of a COTS, GOTS or
MOTS end item. On the other hand, for the sake of clarity, we
only refer to COTS in our discussion, and assume that the
results are applicable to GOTS and MOTS, too. We define
COTS as a commercially procured article for which the buyer
does not specify requirements to the seller and acknowledges
the publicized state of the item with intentions of an as-is
deployment. When acquiring COTS products or services, the
buyer recognizes that black box functionality is procured.
Generally, white box or behavioral characteristics are unknown; this is mainly due to COTS vendors being reluctant
to reveal internal workings of deliverable end items because
of intellectual property concerns [Wang, 2008].
In most acquisitions, customers can and do impose requirements for contractors to use off-the-shelf technology
within a system architecture. Buyers may have contractual
requirements that the seller use specific OTSO units within
the deliverable system. However, buyers do not instruct sellers
on how to build the product; therefore, it is incumbent upon
suppliers to understand the implications of incorporating
OTSO throughout the system lifecycle.
The common thread among OTSO success stories is the
realization that a preplanned risk mitigation policy is required
when implementing off–the-shelf subsystems into complex
military systems that typically have lifecycles greater than 20
years. Programs that apply ad hoc risk mitigation models
usually represent the OTSO nonsuccess stories. When a commercial supplier goes out of business, an ad hoc supplier risk
mitigation process is at a disadvantage compared to a program
that anticipated the demise of the supplier and instituted
measures to acquire a new vendor. Knowing that future military programs will incorporate the OTSO, the Department of
Defense (DoD) has polices dedicated to mitigating the risks
associated with using commercial grade products. In addition,
there exist several studies in the literature on OTSO risk
management [Ahmad et al., 2002; Shaffer and McPherson,
2002; Yang, Boehm, and Wu, 2006]. In this paper, we add to
this body of knowledge by studying the implementation of an
OTSO strategy within a military program and by developing
lifecycle models to help understand and mitigate risks in such
an implementation. Reifer et al. [2003] emphasize the importance of modeling and understanding lifecycle processes in
OTSO acquisitions, and, to the best of our knowledge, no such
models have been proposed before.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we describe both the advantages and limitations
associated with using the OTSO strategy within military
programs. In Section 3, we present some first-order OTSO
evaluation techniques, which are cursory assessments of risks
related to using the OTSO within a program and can be
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suitable in determining fundamental risks. In Section 4, we
discuss risk management in OTSO implementations, and in
Section 5, we present models using SysML. The intent of the
models is to better predict OTSO risks so that the system is
managed more effectively throughout its lifecycle. Finally, in
Section 6 we summarize the contributions of the study and
conclude the paper.

2. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF OTSO
Use of COTS has always been part of the design process,
although the COTS moniker was rarely used to describe the
item. The military, faced with declining budgets at the end of
the Cold War, explored the feasibility of using off-the-shelf
subsystems within prime item deliverables. The DoD acquisition community then concluded that an OTSO model potentially would provide the mechanism by which the military
could continue to modernize with a reduction in their budget.
However, for an effective OTSO implementation, it is important to understand both the limitations and advantages of an
OTSO strategy.

2.1. OTSO Benefits
In Table I, we list some of the main advantages of an OTSO
implementation. The OTSO model is seen as laudable by
many organizations, and this list represents the main factors
leading to this assessment. These factors are further discussed
below.
There are several reasons why OTSO usage is increasing—
the main one being economics. Throughout a product’s lifecycle, costs associated with certain engineering responsibilities
are cataloged by the task they represent, such as design/engineering, production, and sustainment. Within the design/engineering phase of a system, nonrecurring costs can be offset
by incorporating off-the-shelf components into the design. By
definition, nonrecurring costs occur one time during the
lifecycle of a system, and typically they are highest at the
beginning of a program. Hence, by incorporating the OTSO

Table I. Advantages of an OTSO Implementation
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model, the prime contractor can shift costly nonrecurring
developmental engineering expenses to a third party [Hall and
Naff, 2000]. A contractor has a greater probability of being
awarded a Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) contract for a
given system when cost and budget are low in the development phase of the system. Also, contractors can increase the
potential of winning more business because upfront costs
often can be deterrents to initiating a project or program.
For the customer, having lower program costs allows the
organization to procure more goods and services with a fixed
budget. In addition, by using an OTSO model, the potential
exists to reuse off-the-shelf end items between programs/projects/platforms, thus averting complete cancellation or postponement of projects.
The attraction of reducing system development time is
another advantage of using the OTSO, especially if the contractor is attempting to demonstrate their product before a
competitor. Within the Integrated Defense Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics Life Cycle Management Framework,
there are defined phases that delineate specific entrance and
exit criteria for defense acquisition programs. The OTSO can
lead to a rapid exit from the Technology Development Phase
(TDP) and thereby better leverage the contractor to enter the
System Development and Demonstration (SDD) phase of the
program. Furthermore, management typically perceives that
engineering “bugs” have already been resolved on the off-theshelf items.
Some other advantages of using off-the-shelf systems/components are that they allow for quicker access to
technology, better leverage product maturity, provide standardization, and permit buyers to choose from multiple vendors. In addition, off-the-shelf items are typically backed by
supplier warranty.
Numerous military programs have successfully utilized
the OTSO approach to streamline product development and
deployment [Smith, 2004]. However, in order to meet program expectations, an understanding of where and when the
OTSO should be used is imperative to the successful execution of the project. An OTSO system that is constantly in a
state of disrepair, upgrade, or in a troubleshooting mode
provides little value or advantage to the program.
For the prime contractor, reputation is at stake, and success
in a large military acquisition program that incorporates an
OTSO approach will bolster their standing within the defense
acquisition community. Contractors that demonstrate a high
level of competence in risk mitigation and successful OTSO
implementations better position themselves to be a prime
supplier on future military programs. Thus, in most cases,
DoD contractors must implement the OTSO model within
their proposal strategy or risk losing large scale military
contract awards to competitors.

2.2. OTSO Limitations
In addition to having significant benefits as discussed above,
OTSO implementations have limitations as well. In Table II,
we list some of these limitations, and discuss them further in
this section.
An important disadvantage in most OTSO implementations is that the buyer accepts the “advertised” state of the end
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Table II. Limitations of an OTSO Implementation

item. Hence, modifying or “tweaking” off-the-shelf components in order to meet system requirements may involve
significant risks. Virtually all software, at some point in its
lifecycle, receives an upgrade or revision to add functionality
or correct known errors. However, if previous releases were
altered by the end-user, the portability of the upgrade to
deployed modified code could result in unexpected consequences. Segments of software code are highly related, and
untested software code alterations potentially could disrupt
many segments of the software behavior.
Another limitation in OTSO implementations involves a
dilemma between performance-based acquisition models as
opposed to requirements-based acquisition models. Accepting the reality that OTSO systems are designed to meet the
needs of a marketplace, rather than satisfying the requirements of a particular organization, is somewhat problematic
for the DoD acquisition community. In general, DoD is accustomed to tailored subsystems or components that satisfy
all system-level requirements. Hence, subordinating system
level performance because a component or subsystem does
not meet the system-level requirements is a challenge for the
prime contractor. The OTSO technology maturity lifecycle
can be several years behind the system development schedule,
and anticipating OTSO maturity growth can be a risky proposition for a system highly leveraged on such an assumption.
Boehm and Abts [1999] also discuss the nontraditional relationship between requirements and capabilities in COTSbased systems.
Similarly, the military, at times unaccustomed with the
tempo at which commercial products transform or improve,
can be unprepared to adapt to the OTSO market fluidity. For
example, military standards require accurate configuration
management documentation, which includes serial and part
numbers, manufacturing dates, etc. However, the commercial
world has the propensity to amend their configuration/part
numbers with each new release. If a military buying agency
maps their internal inventory numbering scheme to a vendor’s
scheme, the consequences can include elevated configuration
management overhead. Also, on occasion, suppliers completely abandon previous numbering schemes with new product iterations, thereby making comparisons difficult when
replacements are needed. This can be costly to the program
and problematic for configuration management. Thus, savings achieved by using off-the-shelf technology can be offset
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through parts obsolescence, diminishing manufacturing supplies, and configuration management challenges.
Not “owning” the system design is another significant
limitation when using off-the-shelf systems. While a prime
contractor may contractually obligate the OTSO vendor to
maintain the configuration for a given period (for example,
through the TDP), situations exist where the vendor does not
have an obligation to maintain the configuration of the equipment [McDaniel, 1999]. In such situations, the vendor supplying the end item may respond to market demand and
institute a sunset date for the OTSO article, thereby compelling the prime contractor or program office to do a lifetime
buy or some other costly risk mitigating strategy.
Advancing technology, on the other hand, is both an advantage and a limitation when implementing the OTSO
model. If an OTSO system is deployed and operational, and
is capable of accepting a technology refresh from the supplier,
it is obviously advantageous. However, if the new and improved off-the-shelf system has morphed so much that it is
incapable of being inserted into the current system without
significant integration impacts, it provides no value. The
commercial market succeeds by marching forward with product improvements, whereby companies that remain static in
terms of innovation are sure to lose market share and eventually go out of business.
OTSO can be viewed as a black box acquisition, and when
white box or behavior knowledge is necessary to verify system requirements, vendor support may be needed [Jensen,
2003]. When the white box condition occurs and vendor
support is not an option, sufficient engineering resources are
required to reverse engineer the system and ultimately test it.
Inherent to OTSO is industry-wide familiarity, commonality,
and reuse. However, reusable off-the-shelf systems never
have been free, as there is always an integration effort. Jensen
[2003] suggests that it is financially imprudent and unwise
from a programmatic perspective to assume that OTSO systems can be reused between projects with little to no test and
integration effort. As noted above, unless contractually specified, vendors autonomously can abandon a product because
of weak sales. Hence, OTSO-based development introduces
a dependence on the vendor, who ultimately makes all decisions on the capabilities of the OTSO product, such as the
schedule for releases, the architecture, the level of reliability,
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the documentation, and service level [Morisio et al., 2002].
Establishing an OTSO Component Based Software Development (CBSD) approach, as opposed to an object or black box
method, is a technique whereby a buyer acquires off-the-shelf
white box software components and combines them together
for black box functionality. By doing so, the buyer is able to
mitigate certain risks associated with off-the-shelf software.
The use of OTSO systems, subsystems, and components
leads to a tradeoff between rapid gains in the development
effort and a complicated long-term post-deployment maintenance environment. However, when the risks and benefits are
properly balanced, the rewards for the customer and contractor are substantial.
Overall, the primary limitation with using off-the-shelf
components is that one obtains what is available, not necessarily what is required by the system. Clearly, avoiding all the
risks is impossible when implementing an OTSO within a
military program. Simply using off-the-shelf end items has
inherent risks. Thus, effectual OTSO programs have put into
action preimplementation OTSO evaluation objectives, supplier management oversight, and models that quantify risks
throughout the lifecycle of a system. In order for the OTSO
to provide the expected utility, risk planning is a pivotal aspect
of making the program. In the following section, we discuss
methodologies for OTSO selection criteria, which also capture some risk mitigation factors for OTSO implementations.

3. RISK MITIGATION DURING OTSO
SELECTION
In Figure 1, Kontio et al. [1995] illustrates the major steps in
implementing an OTSO design. In this high level chronological diagram, searching available off-the-shelf sources consumes a large portion of the initial project resources due to
the number of off-the-shelf alternatives available. Parsing
through the selection of choices from numerous vendors to
determine the best option is essential to making a knowledgeable acquisition. Similarly, establishing the OTSO alternative
selection process is central to project/program schedule and
mission success. Failure to accurately search alternatives in
the initial stage of system development can potentially result
in not deploying the optimum alternative, and revisiting the

Figure 1. Timeline for a typical OTSO implementation [Kontio et al., 1995]. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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search and screening process once the system is deployed is
typically not conducive to program success. Mapping system
requirements to off-the-shelf systems/sub-systems/components is a commonly accepted methodology for searching and
screening alternatives. Given a large set of alternatives for
off-the-shelf options, the principle function is to weigh each
alternative against system requirements and select the alternative that best maps to system requirements. The way that
system requirements feed into the selection process can be
program specific with limited stakeholder oversight. Trade
studies are an effective tool for filtering and choosing the
optimal option. Constructive input can be garnered by distributing the trade study results among functional organizations
and system stakeholders. Greater stakeholder accountability
can be realized by allowing early involvement in the OTSO
selection process.
Traditional peer review processes such as Critical Design
Review (CDR) or Preliminary Design Review (PDR) also
need to include a thorough review of OTSO components
within the prime item. The analysis should provide enough
detail so that numerous risks associated with the OTSO are
considered.
It is not uncommon for programs to have similar requirements, such as broad environmental specifications. However,
qualifying an OTSO across programs should be accompanied
with an engineering analysis that embodies the similarities
and dissimilarities of the programs. For example, a US Navy
program is expected to have more severe salt and fog requirements than a US Army program. The analysis should address
program dissimilarities to avoid qualifying an OTSO based
on high level requirements.
Initial acquisition costs represent one aspect of an evaluation process when performing an OTSO analysis of alternatives. Birdsong and Walker [2002] suggest that chasing the
lowest cost in an OTSO buy has the potential to be a losing

Table III. A Sample OTSO Evaluation Criteria Scorecard
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strategy. Basing off-the-shelf acquisitions solely on initial
cost does not address many of the lifecycle questions regarding OTSO procurements, such as licensing fees, sustainability, and maintainability. Voas [1998] lists some key issues that
need to be considered in OTSO selection processes. Another
OTSO evaluation process is proposed by Lawlis et al. [2001],
where an analysis criteria matrix is presented. Furthermore,
Birdsong and Walker [2002] recommend a first-order screening using a scoring sheet with normalized weighting factors
for key end-item attributes. The weights for end-item attributes are assigned by project stakeholders, where the values of
the weighting factors are determined by the importance to the
project, program, or platform. The scores are determined by
subject matter experts and principal stakeholders within the
project. The evaluation criteria worksheet can contain two or
more vendors. Although the scoring is subjective, consistency
is maintained throughout the scoring, thereby equalizing the
evaluation process. The intent of the worksheet is to derive a
relative total weighted score for each off-the-shelf end-item.
Therefore, the worksheet should have similar components or
subsystems compared within the same scoring card. The
option receiving the highest score theoretically is the optimum solution. However, this is a first-order screening process, whereby the selection is further scrutinized in the
evaluation and analysis phase as illustrated in Figure 1. A
sample evaluation worksheet, adapted from Birdsong and
Walker [2002], is shown in Table III. In this example, the
worksheet is partitioned into two scoring groups; programmatic requirements and technical requirements.
The worksheet example in Table III considers attributes
other than cost. In a competitive environment, suppliers may
artificially lower their front-end costs with the intent of offsetting their initial underbid in licensing and/or sustainment
charges once the buyer implements their design. An off-theshelf supplier may not reply with the requested information
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from the military buyer or their data may be delayed in
reaching the requester. This may be an indication of the
supplier’s lack of supportability or ability to meet system
performance expectations. Investigating the history and past
performance of an OTSO supplier is an integral part of risk
mitigation when using off-the-shelf systems or subsystems.
With increased use of off-the-shelf systems within military
programs, experience becomes an excellent tool for supplier
management. By examining a supplier’s past performance as
it relates to product lifecycle support, a prospective buyer
could promptly determine if the vendor has a poor record of
product sustainment. Conversely, the criteria evaluation
worksheet is a high-level evaluator mechanism, where useful
detailed system interactions are not obvious. System models
better demonstrate the behavior of the system, providing
details on the interactions between the system and entities
outside the system boundary. In Section 5, we present such a
system model.
Selecting the optimum off-the-shelf article represents one
phase of the overall process. The evaluation, analysis, and
deployment assessment can potentially reveal characteristics
that render the selected option nonoptimal. A closed-loop
feedback mechanism, intertwined with feedback and interactions between system design, requirements, and an eventual
off-the-shelf selection is essential to the process. When implementing an OTSO, the system engineering community
requires a responsive and dynamic plan to manage risks. End
users frequently provide insight into system functionality and
behavior that system designers can overlook. Consequently,
end user input should be sought in the selection phase to avoid
costly retrofits in the operational assessment segment of the
system.

4. RISK IDENTIFICATION AND MITIGATION IN
OTSO IMPLEMENTATIONS
When implementing an OTSO-based acquisition strategy,
sufficient cost and schedule allocations for test and integration
are also likely to be pivotal. Test and integration analysis
should be included in the evaluation phase to provide performance data. Although development costs for an OTSO are
typically reduced compared to similar costs for a custom-built
approach, the effort required to successively test, integrate,
and deploy multiple OTSO subsystems into a system can be
greater over a system’s operational life. System-level engineering allocations for an OTSO can be greater than custom-
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built systems, wherein the prime contractor is assumed to
have greater knowledge of white box functionally for each
subsystem. Possessing white box familiarity can better position the prime contractor to anticipate behavioral interactions
in the course of integrating the subsystems into the larger
system. On the other hand, a System of Systems (SoS) approach, where a common language is required for hardware,
operating systems, and application software to functionally
speak to one another, should have ample margin to account
for limited behavioral knowledge of the subsystems in a black
box OTSO integration. Thus, due to the adaptive nature of
SoS, implementation of a SoS model may enable easy OTSO
integration [Jamshidi, 2008].
The methodology for sufficiently calculating risks and
effectively integrating off-the-shelf subsystems into military
systems is rooted in the understanding that it is a system and
requires engineering assets. The term “plug-and-play” is a
marketing slogan and typically cannot be used in conjunction
with integrating the OTSO into military platforms.
Shaffer and McPherson [2002] assert that there are two
types of risks when committing to an OTSO procurement:
“known” and “unknown”. In addition, McDaniel [1999] argues that design and cost margins can offset unanticipated
risks. For example, it may occur that a supplier no longer
supports a deployed subsystem, and an alternative replacement potentially could exceed the margins.
Managing risks associated with off-the-shelf acquisitions
is an integral part of the program, and thus resources should
be allocated for the task. In Table IV, we list some common
risks that are recognized industry-wide and are equated with
the usage of OTSO. The literature is replete with the definitions and specifics of each risk identified in Table IV [Gravier,
1999; Fischman and McRitchie, 2000; Alves and Finkelstein,
2002; Shaffer and McPherson, 2002]. While the particulars
and specifics on each risk are of great importance, in this paper
we discuss risks with only sufficient detail to gain an understanding of these risks and their symptoms.
Clearly, an off-the-shelf risk plan needs to be applicable
throughout the entire lifecycle of a program. Oversimplifying
the lifecycle integration challenges and limitations associated
with the OTSO can be catastrophic and can lead to costly fixes
in the operational phase of the project. Hence, a system
engineering approach, wherein the entire project is envisioned
from birth to death encompassing OTSO usage and maintainability, is important.
Individual military services apply different strategies to
quantify risks when using off-the-shelf technology. Strategies

Table IV. Common Risks Associated with the Usage of Off-the-Shelf Articles
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and models can often be platform specific, meaning the model
or risk profile is generated for a given program and will not
be reused on future programs. While Platform Independent
Models (PIM) are applicable across many applications, they
may not be readily published or available. A survey of literature provides a plethora of information regarding OTSO risk
mitigation strategies and models. Shaffer and McPherson
[2002] put forward an all-inclusive OTSO practical guide for
risk mitigation. Realizing that there are core risks that cannot
be avoided when using the OTSO, the authors present a
comprehensive risk management strategy. Ahmad et al.
[2002] present a case study and describe some risk mitigation
strategies for COTS utilization in cameras for military applications, while Yang, Boehm, and Wu [2006] discuss a risk
analysis tool for OTSO implementations.
Identifying the risks satisfies one phase of the risk mitigation process, wherein the next phase is assessing the impacts
of risks in the event of manifestation. Assigning an OTSO risk
to an Integrated Product Team (IPT), organization, or entity
is a practical risk monitoring strategy by which the risk is
quantified. Shaffer and McPherson [2002] also identify existing program management processes and tools to address
program end-item accountabilities. The Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) is a widely used mechanism to identify
tasking and allocations within a large project. While the WBS
is a valuable tool, it does not convey time and lifecycle stages
of a program. Managing risks implies a proactive policy that
relates stages and percentages of risk as it pertains to program
lifecycle. Triggers are identified and assessed for system
viability for OTSO risks that are considered detrimental to the
program and that could affect system lifecycle performance.
Revisiting risk categories periodically is a prudent mitigation strategy. However, monitoring risks begins by first identifying specific risk categories such as software licensing
renewal agreements, part obsolescence, diminishing manufacturing supply, software security vulnerabilities, sustainability, maintainability, software portability, and hardware
upgrades. Risks that are in a state where they do not encumber
or degrade system performance require recognizable trigger
events, indicating a state change has occurred, since the
potential exists for the risk to manifest into a significant
problem over time if unaddressed. Sledge and Carney [1998]
propose a risk adoption policy that is based on the assumption
that OTSO risks are similar to other risks, and thus they should
be managed as such. Their approach includes identifying
specific risks for the system, and the first symptoms that the
risk is manifesting, as well as identifying the mitigation
action, implementing the mitigation plan, and observing the
system.
For example, a microprocessor supplier may notify the
prime contractor that they intend to cease production of an
integrated circuit (IC) die within 2 years, while the prime
contractor is mid-way through a 5-year Full Rate Production
run. Hence, the prime contractor should implement a risk plan
that is both programmatically and financially sensible. Most
likely, the prime contractor will have two options: choose a
new IC die, or negotiate with the supplier for a lifetime buy.
If the prime contractor believes the best risk mitigation plan
is a new IC design, they need to consider all consequences to
the system including operationally deployed systems. In this
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example, the prime contractor, with concurrence from the
customer, could perform a system-wide analysis to understand how the risk would propagate through the system.

5. SysML MODELING OF OTSO ACQUISITION
FOR RISK MITIGATION
SysML attempts to glue and congregate many of the system
engineering functions into a comprehensive systems modeling approach. According to the OMG SysML website [OMG
SysML, 2008], “SysML is a general-purpose graphical modeling language for specifying, analyzing, designing, and verifying complex systems that may include hardware, software,
information, personnel, procedures, and facilities. In particular, the language provides graphical representations with a
semantic foundation for modeling system requirements, behavior, structure, and parametrics that are used to integrate
SysML elements with other engineering analysis models.”
The language is an extension of the Unified Modeling Language (UMLTM), developed specifically for system engineering applications. Both SysML and UML languages are based
on the same meta-model, the OMG Meta Object Facility
(MOF) [Soares and Vrancken, 2008].
After a system is fully modeled within a SysML environment, it can also be simulated to dynamically represent the
system behavior. This is especially powerful when a low level
requirement is modified on a system. When the simulation is
performed, the requirement modification propagates through
the system models and linked subsystems. The simulation
output analysis data provides valuable insight into the variation and changes imparted to the system because of the
requirement modification.
An examination of the literature provides several case
studies where traditional military acquisition methods do not
translate seamlessly to OTSO procurements [McDaniel,
1999; Mecham, 2006; Anderson and McAuley, 2006]. Furthermore, Merola [2006] emphasizes the need for the development of models to enable risk mitigation in DoD
acquisitions, especially due to the obsolescence problem. To
establish a relationship between the various entities within a
large-scale OTSO military acquisition, we use SysML to
develop Use Case Diagrams to model these relationships. Use
Cases represent the fundamental relationships and interactions between participants/stakeholders and system functions.
They are also techniques for capturing system requirements
and determining a main success scenario. The SysML models
presented in this section are intended to supplement the first
order OTSO evaluation techniques and tools presented earlier
in the paper.
In addition to Use Case Diagrams, we also develop a
SysML State Machine Diagram that models an OTSO Diminishing Manufacturing Source & Material Shortages
(DMSMS) trigger within the lifecycle of a generic OTSO
end-item. DMSMS is frequently referred to as part obsolescence and is one of the paramount risks associated with an
OTSO. The State Machine Diagram model illustrates the
various states an OTSO can occupy within an operational
system lifecycle. Inherent to SysML is the requirement diagram that includes requirements and their relationships to
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other model elements such as “refined by,” “derived by,” and
“satisfied by.” The requirement diagram graphically represents traditional natural language requirements, usually documented in word processing tools. The benefit of utilizing the
SysML requirement diagram is the relation that results from
the requirement diagram semantics and other SysML model
elements created during the system design. This association
is not achievable with traditional requirement engineering
tools.
Finally, a SysML Activity Diagram is presented, which
relates a single scenario in an OTSO acquisition with participants. Activity Diagrams represent system behavior by emphasizing the inputs, outputs sequences and conditions for
coordinating other behaviors. Secondary constructs within an
Activity Diagram illustrate responsibilities for activities
through “swim lanes” as described in Section 5.3. Activity
Diagrams provide insight into how the object will be utilized
within the system design, thereby allowing the system designer to visualize allocations required for the object.

5.1. Use Case Diagrams for the OTSO System
The following Use Case Diagrams have been developed for
an OTSO system to help better represent the interactions
among stakeholders and risk mitigation.
5.1.1. OTSO System Use Case Model 01
In Figure 2, we illustrate a generic OTSO system Use Case
model, where participants interact with seven distinct use
cases. In this Use Case model, the main success scenario is an
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OTSO system acquisition. Search, Screen, Evaluate, Analyze,
Deploy, Assess, and Procure represent the seven use cases
within an OTSO system acquisition. The goals for each use
case are as follows:
a. Search: represents the surveying of industry for potential OTSO candidates.
b. Screen: represents the identification of a grouping of
potential OTSO candidates that has been reviewed for
minimal system requirements.
c. Evaluate: represents the performing of vendor data
evaluations involving life cycle engineering and systems engineering. Detailed comparisons to similar
OTSO systems are not performed in this phase.
d. Analyze: represents a piecewise comparison of similar
OTSO systems. This phase more closely matches system level requirement to the OTSO option.
e. Deployment: represents the implementation of the
OTSO in the system or system demonstrator.
f. Assess: represents the formal assessment from end-users detailing criticism/approval for the selected OTSO.
The system boundary for Use Case Model 01 is defined as
an Earned Value Management System (EVMS), which is
required to be implemented in most government projects.
EVMS is a set of processes used in project planning and
control, mainly based on monitoring project performance in
terms of earned value [Alexander, 2002; Staley, Oberndof,
and Sledge, 2002]. The fundamental construct behind EVMS
is to develop a project baseline that encompasses project

Figure 2. Use Case model for OTSO acquisition. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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scope, schedule, cost, and potential risks. In Use Case 01,
EVMS contributes qualitative value by identifying the various
actors connected with an OTSO acquisition. Potentially, artifacts could result from Use Case 01 EVMS that aid in predicting budgeted lifecycle costs for an OTSO usage framework.
The figures outside the system boundary are actors, stakeholders, or participants, and they can be machines, processes,
people, or organizations. Actors participate with one or more
Use Cases within the Use Case Diagram via a communication
line. The term “include” implies dependence between discrete
Use Cases within the diagram.
We also describe in Figure 2 the communications between
external entities and an OTSO system that incorporates offthe-shelf systems. Furthermore, we represent the participants
that will participate outside the system boundary when an
OTSO acquisition is proposed.
For example, the actor “Lifecycle Engineering” participates with “Evaluate OTSO Articles” Use Case. In Figure 2,
an example interaction can be seen between Use Case “Assess
OTSO Articles” and external subject participants “System
Engineer” and “End User.” In this Use Case example, both
“System Engineer” and “End User” have a role in assessing
an OTSO performance in terms of meeting system requirements and expectations. The other interactions depicted can
be interpreted similarly. Without a Use Case model diagram,
these interactions may not be obvious.
System participants should not expect more out of the
system than what is modeled in the Use Case Diagram.
Consequently, the Use Case model is valuable in soliciting
stakeholder input for system behavior. For example, the participant/actor “Quality” shown in Figure 2 could argue that
they be a stakeholder in the Use Case “Assess OTSO Articles.”

Du and Li [2007] discuss the relationships between different
stakeholders for general COTS-based projects, and our model
provides specifics for military implementations.
5.1.2. OTSO System Use Case Model 02
In Figure 3, we represent a generic, high-level risk mitigation
Use Case model for a deployed OTSO system. In this Use
Case model, we attempt to illustrate a typical risk mitigation
OTSO system interaction between the actors System Program
Office (SPO), system engineer, and available system, where
EVMS represents the system boundary. Integrating EVMS
and risk management has the potential to realize benefits
beyond the initial investment, which include a better characterization of risks associated with a project, thus positioning
the prime contractor to defend and implement a risk mitigation plan [Infanti et al., 2005]. The utility of this model is to
illustrate to the SPO/customer how the prime contractor is
participating with the system to reduce risks associated with
an OTSO implementation.
In Figure 3, the main success scenario is mitigating, rather
than eliminating, OTSO risks throughout the lifecycle of
system. The SPO potentially could fund the prime contractor
to investigate the feasibility of reclaiming similar assets versus procuring new technology and thereby enhancing system
functionality due to technological advancements. In this Use
Case diagram, the SPO and prime contractor can visualize
their expected roles in managing OTSO risks.
5.1.3. OTSO System Use Case Model 03
In Figure 4, we model a generic OTSO system that has a part
obsolescence trigger event, where again the system boundary
is EVMS. Establishing a system performance baseline is

Figure 3. Use Case model for OTSO risk mitigation. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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accomplished within EVMS by identifying organizational
groups and responsibilities for a program. The purpose of this
Use Case diagram is to illustrate how prime contractor and
the customer/SPO would participate with EVMS when a part
obsolescence trigger event occurs. In Use Case Model 03, the
SPO’s function is to implement the obsolescence plan Use
Case via the EVMS, while the prime contractor assumes an
appreciable level of effort realizing the remaining Use Cases.
In Figure 4, the main success scenario is managing OTSO
system obsolescence through organizational assignment
breakdown when a trigger occurs indicating that the system
is at risk due to obsolescence. For example, component obsolescence is virtually assured if the OTSO end-item is a semiconductor. The customer and prime contractor could use the
model described in Figure 4 to determine the participants who
must get involved with the system when a semiconductor
becomes obsolete.

5.2. OTSO System State Machine Diagram
Model
State machine diagrams are familiar techniques to describe
the behavior of a system [Fowler, 2004]. Various forms of
state machine diagrams have been around since the 1960s and
the earliest object-oriented techniques adopted them to show
system state behavior.
Figure 5 incorporates SysML state machine normative
syntax. The purpose of the state diagram model is to illustrate
the various states an OTSO subsystem/article can occupy with
respect to the greater system. Within a state machine diagram
there is always an initial state and final state. In Figure 5, the
initial state is defined as “Operational System” and the final
state is “System Disposal.” For an object to transition out of
a state, a “trigger” needs to occur, followed by a “guard.” The
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guards are instruments which make certain that the OTSO
article has met the criteria to transition to the next state. If the
guard condition is valid (true), a new state ensues. Within the
state machine diagram in Figure 5, there are four principal
“guards” that allow the OTSO to assume an elevated risk
when the true condition is met. The four guards are: End of
Life (EOL), End of Service (EOS), End of Repair (EOR), and
End of Maintenance (EOM).
In the developed state machine diagram, the trigger that
causes the initial state “Operational System” to possibly transition to “Reduced Lifespan” is Diminishing Manufacturing
Sources & Material Shortages (DMSMS), implying the
OTSO article is entering an obsolescence phase. For this state
transition to occur, the guard “End of Life” must be true. EOL
is a definite timetable for the OTSO article to be retired. The
state that presents minimal risk to the program is “Operational
System.” Once the OTSO transitions out of this state, the
system assumes an elevated state of risk. This implies the
OTSO article is on a path to obsolescence and each succeeding state brings the system closer to disposal.
Observing Figure 5, an “H*” is shown within the state
“Technology Refresh.” The purpose for the “H*” character is
to make known that a history is associated with that state,
meaning that the system will return to the configuration when
the composite state is last exited.
The state diagram model demonstrates that an OTSO component potentially could transition states as result of a single
trigger event, as a static state assumption throughout the lifecycle
of the system is not consistent with OTSO behavior.

5.3. Activity Diagram Model for OTSO
Acquisition
Use case and state machine diagram models provide valuable
system behavior information. However, what is absent is a

Figure 4. Use Case model for OTSO obsolescence. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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Figure 5. State machine diagram model for OTSO system. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Figure 6. Activity diagram for OTSO acquisition. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Figure 7. Requirements diagram for OTSO system sustainability. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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model relating system functions to sequential flow and assignment of responsibilities. Activity diagrams are the mechanism for such a relationship, showing system elements
collaborating over time.
Activity diagrams can model a continuous flow process,
emphasizing inputs and outputs that can include probability,
rate and specification functions. Separate activity diagrams
can be embedded in a SysML Block Definition Diagram
(BDD) that shows composition associations between the activities. Activity diagrams are especially useful for modeling
the transformation of inputs to outputs.
In Figure 6, we model an OTSO acquisition. The vertical
partitions in the diagram are referred to as “swim lanes.” Their
purpose is to assign responsibility for executing the actions
within the partition to the participant that is represented by
the swim lane. The diagram is read from left to right. The
activity diagram allows the system engineer or program manager to allocate time and required resources to action(s).

5.4. Requirements Diagram for OTSO System
Sustainability
Requirements engineering is the foundation for a predictable
system deliverable. The SysML requirement modeling semantics allow the System Engineer to graphically represent
and bind the requirements to related design elements for the
system.
Figure 7 represents a powerful SysML modeling element
capable of relating system level requirements to an individual
use case or any other SysML modeling element. In this
requirement diagram model, the requirement subpackage
OTSO System Sustainability is refined by the Use Case
“Maintain Spares,” which represents the nonfunctional
stereotype requirement of system maintainability. The parent
system requirements SysSus01, SysSus02, and SysSus03 can
directly be linked and visualized with other correlated SysML
model elements. The SysML requirement diagram outlined
in this example illustrates the requirement verification expected by the buyer. Similarly, it positions the seller to meet
system level requirements in terms of maintaining system
level performance through the expected lifecycle of the system.

6. CONCLUSION
Successfully integrating and deploying off-the-shelf software, hardware, and subsystems into military programs is the
dilemma facing the prime contractor when challenged by the
customer to use the OTSO within their design. An OTSO
system can put forward risks that are unique to the program
and distinct from traditional custom-built acquisition programs. The prime contractor needs to recognize the distinctive
risks associated with an OTSO system, and be prepared to
mitigate the risks before it manifests into a system performance crisis.
The OTSO within military programs is increasing yearly,
and the customer is convinced the advantages outweigh the
risks, if they are properly managed. The prime contractor has
a duty to reduce OTSO risks throughout the lifecycle of the
program. To realize OTSO risk reduction, the contractor needs
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to apply varying techniques that include first-order screening
processes, system modeling, and risk mitigation planning.
Successful OTSO military programs have a common theme;
they anticipate OTSO risks and mitigate them.
Emphasizing that risk mitigation is a valuable tool in
making an OTSO program successful, we developed and
presented generic models that represent an OTSO system and
specific OTSO risks. These models demonstrate system behavior and interactions, and having system behavior knowledge allows the system engineer to better understand,
anticipate, and mitigate OTSO risks before they occur. The
models are intended to supplement existing processes and
procedures that assist organizations in understanding the risks
and planning required when implementing an OTSO within
a military system. However, the model and the results of the
study are also applicable to any OTSO implementation.
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